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3M Energy-Efficiency Film Technology Enhances Power
Savings and Display Quality of Acer TimelineX
Notebooks
Company’s Multi-layer Optical Film Sets New Industry Standard in Portable Computing

The elusive goal of developing a notebook computer with an eight-hour battery life1 has become a reality. Users
have demanded extended performance, along with a slim form factor, without sacrificing high-quality
resolution. Building upon its commitment to improve energy efficiency in electronic devices, 3M’s Optical
Systems Division today announced that it is working with Acer to usher in a new era of energy-efficient
notebooks.

Specifically, Acer, the world’s No. 2 notebook company, has utilized 3M’s multi-layer optical films in its Aspire
TimelineX series. The new notebook series provides an impressive extended battery life of eight hours, as well
as superior display performance and an ultra slim form factor.

3M’s multi-layer optical films can increase power savings in notebook displays. The additional brightness budget
can be used to extend battery life and/or reduce the weight of the battery. Based on a recent market survey
with 1,1892 respondents conducted by 3M, 85% of those surveyed liked the display with 3M film solutions not
only for its brightness, but also enhanced picture quality. Also, 89% of those surveyed are willing to pay more
for a display with 3M solution. 3M’s optical film solution not only increases the brightness, but can also enhance
the display’s form factor.

According to Acer, 3M was one of its innovation partners that helped achieve the energy-efficient notebook
design. Specifically, the company’s multi-layer optical film is one of the key components that have enabled Acer
to achieve an extended battery life. In addition, 3M’s multi-layer optical films allow the flat panel displays used
in the Aspire TimelineX series to be brighter, with wider viewing angles, while reducing internal components—
contributing to an ultra-thin, sleek form factor. Acer continues to seek and deliver technology solutions that
address the specific needs of mobile users.

“The Acer Aspire TimelineX notebooks have truly set a new standard for the industry,” said Jim Bauman, 3M’s
vice president and general manager, 3M Optical Systems Division. “To deliver a powerful, energy-efficient
notebook with high picture quality in an ultra-slim design provides users with an unparalleled mobile computing
experience. I’m pleased 3M and Acer can deliver this product to the market.”

About 3M

A recognized leader in research and development, 3M produces thousands of innovative products for dozens of
diverse markets. 3M’s core strength is applying its more than 40 distinct technology platforms – often in
combination – to a wide array of customer needs. With $23 billion in sales, 3M employs 75,000 people
worldwide and has operations in more than 65 countries. For more information, visit http://www.3M.com or
follow @3MNews on Twitter.

1.  Actual battery life varies by usage, settings and operating conditions.

2.  

Respondents surveyed included 1,189 randomly chosen volunteer attendees at leading tradeshows including
FPD International (October ’09), Korea Electronics Show (Oct. ’09), Taiwan FPD Conference (April ’09) and
various professional venues throughout China (2009), who viewed 3M’s notebook film demonstration.
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